Remote software reprogramming in embedded systems
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Abstract

In many applications basing on embedded systems we have the problem with limited access for servicing. During the exploitation of such systems it happens that various errors can appear in hardware or software. Many of these errors can be eliminated (e.g. single event upsets), avoided or repaired (e.g. software bugs) by reprogramming the system partially or completely, locally or remotely. The paper discusses strategies of this approach taking into account various limitations and presents a case study solution designed for a satellite microcontroller.
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1. Introduction

In the literature reconfiguration problems are discussed mostly in relevance to FPGA based subsystems [5]. They are also encountered in SoC systems [5]. This issue is becoming quite important in the case of various measurement and control electronic devices with sophisticated microcontrollers and complex programs. According to various dependability requirements and limited access for the service special care is needed in the design phase. In particular, we have to assure the capability of system reprogramming taking into account various limitations and requirements. We have experienced a practical need of this approach in the previously developed satellite controller and gas counter. The lack of this capability was a great disadvantage due to some errors which appeared during exploitation. Unfortunately, in the first case this led to losing some important functionality. In the second case this resulted in longer service operations and long period of device unavailability (caused by classical service turnaround procedure). In the literature mostly coarse-grained reconfiguration is considered targeted at functional changes [2,4,6-8]. Fine- grained reconfiguration handling faults is neglected.

Section 2 describes various strategies of reconfiguration. Section 3 presents a case study of remote software reconfiguration in a developed satellite microcontroller. Final conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. Reconfiguration schemes for embedded systems

The main goals of system reconfiguration relate to: i) extending or changing its functionality, ii) improving performance, iii) temporal upgrading, iv) eliminating software bugs, v) tolerating hardware faults. Depending upon the system resources reconfiguration can be performed in hardware or software. In the latter case we can base on reconfigurable hardware platforms such as FPGA circuits or programmable CPU chips (e.g. with programmed list of instructions) or fixed platforms. Reconfigurable platforms give more flexibility (e.g. FPGAs). In fixed platforms we have limited capabilities of switching on or off some functional blocks (e.g. cache memory, I/O drivers) and using other available blocks. When designing some embedded systems, it is reasonable to make them more universal and configurable to specific tasks or environment requirements e.g. gas counters adapted to specific gas parameters.

Reconfiguration is an imminent feature of FPGA based systems. The configuration RAM memory is sensitive to internal or external disturbances. This may relate to single event upsets (SEUs) caused by cosmic radiation or electromagnetic disturbances. They result in bit flip faults which can be identified with periodical read back and checking the configuration data. Sometimes configuration memory sub blocks (frames) are protected with error detection codes so only such frames can be reprogrammed (partial reprogramming). Such reconfiguration takes much less time than complete reconfiguration which results in system operational discontinuity. Nevertheless, this approach needs some hardware resources (within FPGA) to handle this functionality as well as a communication channel for transmitting the requested configuration frames (e.g. from flash memory).

In the case of CPU based systems the reconfiguration mainly relates to programs. However, in complex systems reconfiguration at micro architectural level is also possible e.g. changing microcode, firmware, instruction set. Reconfiguration at this low level is rather not encountered in embedded systems. Here, we can base mostly on reconfiguration of the program and some selected architectural levels e.g. switching cache memory, replacing faulty lines in cache (assuming some spare lines are available). Typically, programs are stored in flash memory which is resistant to bit flip faults. However, the executed code can be fetched from cache memory susceptible to bit-Flip faults. Such faults are critical and can be eliminated with on-
line or periodical detection followed by invalidation of cache lines or reloading the program code from flash memories. Hence, in some systems with lower time requirements programs are executed directly from the flash memory.

An important issue is the range of reconfiguration: total or partial. The first one is usually time consuming and blocks system operation for a longer time. In practice, we face quite often the need of partial reconfiguration involving limited system resources. Moreover, it may be required to assure limited interference with the system operation. In general reconfiguration can be performed automatically, semi automatically or manually. The first approach is typical for fault tolerant systems with error recovery capabilities and automatic software upgrades. Here, it is worth mentioning reconfigurations related to system environment changes e.g. replacing or removing a hardware module, adding a new one (fulfilling hot swap and plug&play capabilities).

In general, there is some risk of performing unacceptable reconfigurations e.g. by unauthorized activities as well as faulty reconfigurations due to some errors during this process. So special safety measures, e.g. checksums, encryption and authentication procedures, have to be included.

Quite often limited memory resources do not allow us to store alternative code, so reprogramming is needed. Replacing a segment of the program code in fact needs also some available resources and time reserves. This can be done remotely via some communication channels, sometimes with limited throughput and limited availability. This is especially critical in the case of cosmic equipment e.g. satellites. Moreover, here we have to take into account transmission blackouts e.g. due to the position of orbiting satellites. Hence, the reconfiguration has to be rolled over time and performed partially.

Partial reprogramming is effective in the case of small changes in the object code involving small areas of the program address space. Here, it is worth noting that when performing even small changes in the source code we can obtain big changes in the object code image. It seems interesting to use incremental compilers, which recompile only the changed lines of the source code. Unfortunately, these compilers are designed to improve turnaround time of software development. They assure compilation time proportional to the changes in the design [1] and do not optimize changes in the object code. Another possibility is to design easy modifiable software by appropriate partitioning of the code. In [3] this problem is partially resolved by a special software environment including the operating system. In fact, it is too complex for many embedded systems. Section 3 illustrates these problems in relevance to a simple microcontroller.

3. Reprogramming satellite microcontroller

Having experienced some software bugs in the launched student satellite (PW-SAT, Cube Sat mission 2012/2013, see http://www.pw-sat.pl/) we have decided to develop the capability of remote reprogramming. For this purpose we use AX.25 based communication link which is a radio amateur protocol commonly used for Cube Sat satellites. Data throughput is relatively slow - up to 1200bps. This link is mainly dedicated for transmitting telecommands and other data to the earth station.

Most of Cube Sat missions are launched to LEO orbit like PW-SAT and other Cube Sats launched with the same Vega rocket. Typical viability of a PW-SAT satellite is a few minutes every 1-2 hours depending on the orbit position, hence the communication link is a bottleneck. This imposes some restrictions on reprogramming, they are also combined with memory and CPU usage limitations within the on board microcontroller. Taking this into account we have extended basic functions of the microcontroller boot loader with managing the reprogramming processes. In particular, we assure partial reprogramming rolled over the time, so as to limit its interference with the normal operation.

The reprogramming is composed of 4 steps: uploading binary data for reconfiguration to temporal data memory, suspension of the normal operation (with stored system status), erasing and reprogramming the appropriate memory area, resuming the normal (updated) operation. AX.25 communication link provides only plain data transfer. Higher level data transfer protocols with packet acknowledgement and encryption must be implemented to provide a reliable and secure data link for transferring software update files. Storage memory for temporal firmware update buffering can be a dedicated part of data FLASH memory or even unused part of the microcontroller FLASH program memory. Our project bases on ATMega1280 microcontroller with 128kB of program FLASH memory. Software used in our experiment needed up to 17kB of program memory at worst. This provided us a possibility to use the surplus memory for temporal update data storage. After the completed transfer the microcontroller performs reset and enters boot loader mode. The program reset for the software update is not performed immediately but during not critical operations of the running control program. Suspension or termination of some processes with optional status saving can occur before the update process. The first step after resetting and entering boot loader mode is checking integrity (e.g. CRC) of the loaded data. Checksum mismatch causes abortion of update process and resuming recent software. Another step is reprogramming the requested part of the program memory. Minimal reprogramming areas are 256 byte pages which must be erased and then programmed with the new data. Both operations take up to 4,5ms resulting in 9ms of total reprogramming time of every page. There is also some time overhead related to microcontroller resetting and boot loader activity (a few milliseconds). Comparing to FLASH programming time these values are negligible. Hence, complete program update (about 20kB) requires at least 720ms. After the whole reprogramming process microcontroller resets once again and starts executing the updated program.

In practice, we face the problem of partial reprogramming (e.g. to change some part of code, eliminate bugs) and the limited operational interference. The reprogramming command is followed by the new replacing code. This code is presented as standard Intel Hex file. It comprises consecutive lines of binary code data with attributed addresses in FLASH memory where new firmware should be loaded. The Hex file size is typically up to 3 times larger than the needed area in program FLASH memory. This results from the fact that the binary data is coded in hexadecimal ASCII characters with additional address, checksum, and line delimiters (start and stop characters). Typically, a single line comprises 44 characters. When preparing code modifications, we should assure minimal changes in the object (binary) code to reduce transmission and operation interference. We should be conscious that even a small modification of the source code may result in significant changes in the object code (after compilation), specified by many transmitted lines of the reconfiguration Hex file. This is caused by the fact that some changes usually imply moving the unchanged program code to new addresses, keeping the whole code section consistent. To alleviate these problems, we can divide the program code into a few independent code sections (segments) by appropriate specifications during the code compilation. This partitioning can be consistent with the code functionality or source code files. Here, some knowledge of section sizes is needed to allocate them appropriate start addresses so as to assure some extra space between subsequent sections. The program size does not grow but additional FLASH memory is reserved at the end of each section to provide some space if the upgraded code exceeds the size of the old one. If the updates fit into the replaced section area, then the remaining sections do not need changes. Exceeding the section boundary with a program update needs reallocation of at least one of the following sections and sending a new data in the update file. An amount of the spare program memory for program sections should be allocated for every section individually taking into account plans for adding future functionality. If there is no need of further program development but just bug fixing, then only a few percent of additional space is sufficient to prevent section boundary crossing with most of the future updates.

Having developed the presented idea, we performed several experiments with various compiler options, in order to get better...
knowledge of the reconfiguration load. The analyzed satellite subsystem program consisted of 8 different "*.c" source files resulting in 8 different sections of code. The developed control program (for ATmega1280 microcontroller) was written in Atmel Studio 6 environment and compiled using embedded C language compiler based on popular gcc compiler. The object code size depends on the compiler settings. We used 5 different compiler optimization modes which generated various hex file sizes. Option "-O0" relates to compilation without any optimization. Option "-O3" provides maximum optimization of the execution time and typically generates the object (binary) code file size larger than those using other optimization modes. This results from the massive usage of inline functions and loops imposed by the compiler operating in "-O3" mode. The most interesting is "-Os" option which assures the minimal code size, however the execution time is longer than in mode "-O3". Options "-O1" and "-O2" offer various basic optimization and result in output code sizes between "-Os" and "-O3".

The developed control program was submitted to some modifications in the source code. Moreover, we considered two approaches without code segmentation and with code segmentation (8 segments). For each experiment (Tabs. 1-3) we specified the size (in bytes) of the original code in Hex file (Hex), the size of the modified code (Hex') and the number of lines of the hex file (Lines), Lines', respectively. We also specified the number of differing lines (Lines*) and related percentage of code changes (Lines%). In the case of Tabs. 1 and 2 we used the same modified source code, which was generated from the original code version by adding a new function (20 additional lines of source code) and by modifying another existing function (4 lines of source code). These changes constitute a small percentage of the whole source code (several thousands of lines), however after the compilation they resulted in almost 99% of binary code changes in the case of Tabs. 1 and 2. We used the same modified source code, which was generated from the original code version by adding a new function (20 additional lines of source code) and by modifying another existing function (4 lines of source code). These changes constitute a small percentage of the whole source code (several thousands of lines), however after the compilation they resulted in almost 99% of binary code changes in the case of Tabs. 1 and 2. The relatively large value results from the fact that code modifications were introduced into 2 largest program functions resulting in a large portion of the program code to be relocated. Another fact is that the code sections are not sufficiently isolated. For example a modification of one section causes changes in function addresses, and in consequence changing function call instructions in other sections may be required. Tab. 3 shows results related to a code modification in a smaller program segment. The object code changes are marginal for lower optimization level of the compiler. However, for "-O1" option the code size is close to the optimal one and the upgrade cost is negligible. The same code modification performed without segmentation provided similar results for "-O0" and "-O1" options, for the remaining options the object code changed in 83-88%. The code segmentation increased the program size by 0.15-0.3% depending upon the optimization option.

When using standard software environment and compilers, some care is needed in designing reconfigurable programs satisfying timing and resource restrictions.

### 4. Conclusions

The capability of reconfiguring embedded system becomes popular requirement in devices mounted in the field with expensive or limited access. The main goals of reconfigurations relate to modification of implemented functions, their extensions as well as changes forced by hardware or software faults. Having presented strategies of reconfigurations, we have concentrated on CPU based microcontrollers and software reconfiguration issues. The general considerations resulted in development of reconfiguration capabilities in a satellite microcontroller taking into account the specificity of its environment and possible restrictions in transmission, available memory resources and normal operation interference. The gained experience can be used also in other projects, e.g. in complex measuring systems in industrial environment or distributed over a large area. More advanced solutions of partial software reprogramming will be developed.
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